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Vonco Medical Installs Top of the Line Biodex Equipment and HUR Strength
Equipement at Park Manor of Bee Cave Skilled Nursing & Rehabilitation
Vonco Medical was proud to attend the new Skilled Nursing grand opening at Park Manor Bee Cave















Carrollton, TX -- (ReleaseWire) -- 09/16/2014 -- Vonco Medical was proud to attend the
new Skilled Nursing grand opening at Park Manor Bee Cave. This Long Term Care,
Rehabilitation, Skilled Nursing, & Specialty Care facility is equipped with top of the line
Rehabilitation equipment. The gym o!ers the Biodex balance testing machine, which
o!ers fall risk testing for the residents, as well as training. They also o!er Biodex gait
training/analysis treadmill with the Biodex unweighing machine. This allows the patient
to unload body weight and work on gait training with the Biodex gait trainer treadmill,
which has biofeedback that tells the therapist their stride and step length.
Along with the therapy gym and all the top of the line Biodex equipment, Park Manor
Bee Caves also has invested in the HUR strength equipment line. This air resistance
weight equipment allows the patients to build strength using the HUR weight
equipment in a safe setting, without weight stacks; making it almost impossible to
injure the patient. They o!er multiple pieces of equipment from functional pulleys, leg
exercises, to upper body strengthening.
About Vonco Medical
Vonco Medical is the leading distributer of skilled nursing, & long term care products in
the Southwest. Vonco’s medical team will help with gym planning, delivering, &
assembling equipment. They are family owned and operated in Dallas, TX. Over 25
years of selling new and refurbished physical therapy, ﬁtness, and rehabilitation
equipment. Their experienced sales sta! has the knowledge to help you outﬁt any type
of rehab facility. Vonco can supply refurbished mat tables, parallel bars, modalities,
training stairs, diathermy, Biodex, HUR, and Vonco can help you whether it is new or
refurbished. Vonco has a 35,000 sq. ft. warehouse in North Texas with a 4,000 sq. ft.
showroom of all the products.
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